What is the Quaker Difference?

Since 1949 the Quaker Difference has been represented by a standard of quality, engineering, craftsmanship and innovation that Quaker builds into every window and door. It is that attention to detail and manufacturing excellence that distinguishes Quaker from all other window and door companies in America.

Some of the Quaker Differences Include...

From Our Family to Yours — For almost 70 years, Quaker has been crafting windows and doors for homes like yours. With Quaker, you know you are getting windows and doors from a family owned company built on tradition, craftsmanship and quality that have been the hallmarks of our growth and success.

Architectural Engineering — The Quaker team leverages years of commercial / architectural window engineering expertise into the design of our residential windows and doors. Our higher standards mean you get a window that will perform for years to come.

Testing and Quality Control — Quality Control and Performance testing is an essential part of the Quaker Difference. Product testing is done both internally and certified independently to meet the highest possible industry standards for structural integrity, as well as water and wind performance.

Select from a variety of glass packages that Quaker offers in order to maximize energy efficiency, keep harmful UV rays out and reduce noise.

Screen Options — VuPoint mesh screens afford excellent visibility, superior insect protection and exceptional airflow. Backed with a heavy-duty extruded aluminum framing, and a finish quality and feel that you will not find on any other screen in the market.
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The VuPoint Vinyl Window Series


VuPoint offers the ideal choice when you want to create an unrivaled view of the world outside, while enhancing the beauty and energy efficiency of your windows and doors.

Commercial Grade Hardware

VuPoint windows come standard with heavy-duty architectural hardware that brings strength, aesthetics and durability to every window.

Contemporary Design / Colors

VuPoint was designed with narrow sight lines to create a clean, contemporary look. In addition to a variety of popular exterior colors, Quaker can also match any color you desire.

Why is that Important?

VuPoint integrates architectural grade hardware into every window for maximum performance, reliability and durability over time. Traditional residential window hardware cannot effectively support the weight and wear over time of larger window systems, thereby limiting your architectural design options.

Nailing Flange

VuPoint offers a nailing flange option for new construction applications, as well as a variety of interior and exterior trim options.

Factory Installed Extension Jambs

VuPoint also offers the ability to have wood, primed, pre-finished white and composite extension jambs factory applied for easy jobsite installation.

Why is that Important?

No matter if it is new construction or remodeling, VuPoint was designed to make window installation and maintenance easy. This not only saves you time and money on installation, but you can rest easy that your VuPoint windows will maintain the Quaker standard of excellence for years to come.

The Quaker Difference

Structurally Enhanced Frame Design

VuPoint windows have been designed with a 3-1/4” metal reinforced multi-chambered vinyl frame that’s comparable to the architectural design, performance and building code standards of a mid-rise architectural product. VuPoint is the only window that combines the benefits of a standard Vinyl window with the strength of a commercial product.

Impact Tested

You can use the VuPoint Series with confidence in coastal and high wind regions because it has been impact tested.

Structural Molding System

VuPoint enables you to create a variety of larger window combinations utilizing Quaker’s 1-1/2” and 2” thermally revised structural molding system that is used to connect windows together without losing structural integrity.

Why is that Important?

The VuPoint Series super-size design, commercial (CW50) rating and structural molding options allow you to maximize your view with large window combinations and narrow sight lines, without compromising on strength and performance. Traditional residential windows are designed to achieve a residential industry Performance Grade rating. When combined with standard residential hardware, this design and load path is not adequate to support and maintain the structural integrity of commercial grade windows, without the cost associated with commercial products.

Larger Glass Pocket

Most residential vinyl windows offer a 3/4” or less glass pocket. VuPoint has been designed with a standard 1” – 1-¼” pocket to support thicker pieces of glass that enhances both thermal performance and reduced sound transmission through the glass.

Grids/Muntins Option

The larger glass pocket for VuPoint windows allows for a variety of internal glass options, as well as a large selection of Simulated Divided Lite (SDL) combinations that replicate individual pieces of glass.

Why is that Important?

VuPoint allows you to choose only the glass and grider system that works best for your home. By also reducing sound transmission, keeping the sound out while letting the view in. Additionally, VuPoint’s custom solid and internal grid/muntin combinations, you can create the perfect look to complement your home.

Commercial Grade Hardware

VuPoint windows come standard with heavy duty, architectural hardware that brings strength, aesthetics and durability to every window.

Contemporary Design / Colors

VuPoint was designed with narrow sight lines to create a clean, contemporary look. In addition to a variety of popular exterior colors, Quaker can also match any color you desire.

Why is that Important?

VuPoint integrates structural grade hardware into every window for maximum performance, reliability and durability over time. Traditional residential window hardware cannot effectively support the weight and wear over time of larger window systems, thereby limiting your architectural design options.

Nailing Flange

VuPoint offers a nailing flange option for new construction applications, as well as a variety of interior and exterior trim options.

Factory Installed Extension Jambs

VuPoint also offers the ability to have wood, primed, painted or composite extension jambs factory applied for easy jobsite installation.

Why is that Important?

No matter if it is new construction or remodeling, VuPoint was designed to make window installation and maintenance easy. This not only saves you time and money on installation, but you can rest easy that your VuPoint windows will maintain the Quaker standard of excellence for years to come.